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 nPress ctrl+A to select all the code.nPress ctrl+C to copy the code.nUsing the tutorial page that you have already created, paste the code that you copied earlier and replace its values with the values of your Facebook credentials:nCopy the code.nDelete the default code from the post.nPaste the code you copied and replace the values with your Facebook credentials.nClick the “Post” button. Once you
have the hash created using the same seed phrase, and the private key you need to decrypt it. In the process, you can use the same key to decrypt the previous messages as well. This way you can achieve complete privacy on the blockchain for your transactions. I believe that Satoshi has already had this type of transactional system in mind when he wrote the whitepaper. The miners are constantly

competing with one another to solve the puzzle of finding a nonce that works. This process is called hashing and it is extremely energy intensive, requiring a lot of computing power. In 2009, Mike Hearn, in his infamous blog post, outlined what he considered to be a way around this with the use of the idea of a pre-image attack. There are several things to understand here. It is a really good idea to
have a look at the original paper to fully understand it. Satoshi Nakamoto, with this invention, was aiming to create a decentralized currency to protect users from the threat of a single entity controlling it. He created the cryptocurrency to be private and fully anonymous and without any central authority. As such, the Proof of Work function ensures that no one can use his mining hardware and network
to validate and add blocks to the blockchain. This is how it works: There is a fixed amount of “coins” in the system, and every four years there is a so called “halving” where the amount of coins per block decreases. This explains why it is so hard to create a block because if you have the private key for all the previous blocks you need to have a lot of computing power to make a hash that will provide

you with the next block. You can use this system, as an attacker, to attack the bitcoin network with one goal in mind. You will have to try many different seeds until you get a block. This will make a lot of “computing power” be used by the attacker 82157476af
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